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Helpers in My Community
WORD SEARCH FUN PUZZLES Have Fun While You Sharpen Your Mind! The Perfect
Gift For Adults And Kids. Experience The Joy Of Classic Word Search Puzzles, Word
Finder, Word Games, Word Game. ● Stimulating Puzzles ● Each Puzzle On
Separate Page, Can Tear Out And Share With Others ● Easy To Read 16 Point
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Fonts ● 20 To 30 Words In Each Word List ● Colorful Word Lists That Match Each
Word Puzzle ● Interesting & Fun Themes ● Medium Level Challenge: Not Too Easy
And Not Too Hard ● An Appropriate Level Of Challenge For Everyone; Beginner Or
Expert ● Will Keep Your Mind Healthy: Word Searches Are A Proven Method For
Keeping The Mind Healthy And Help Combat Alzheimer's And Dementia ● 8.5" x
11" High Quality Paper

Parallel Journeys
Fifteen-year-old Jessie and the other rebellious teenage members of a wilderness
survival school team abandon their adult leader, hijack his boats, and try to run the
dangerous white water at the bottom of the Grand Canyon.

Freckle Juice
Watercolor illustrations and lyrical prose combine to tell the remarkable true story
of Wangari Maathai, the winner of the 2004 Nobel Peace Prize, who changed the
fate of her village in the highlands of Kenya by teaching her people how to care for
it. 15,000 first printing.

Answers for Aristotle
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Can imaginative Emily make her biggest dream come true? Spunky Emily Bartlett
lives in an old farmhouse in Pitchfork, Oregon'at a time when automobiles are
brand-new inventions and libraries are a luxury few small towns can afford. Her
runaway imagination leads her to bleach a horse, hold a very scary sleepover, and
feed the hogs an unusual treat. But can she use her lively mind to help bring a
library to Pitchfork? Adventure is pretty scarce in Pitchfork, Oregon. So why
shouldn't Emily bleach Dad's old plow horse or try some of her other ideas?
"Written with Cleary's customary warmth and humorThe time of the story, about
1920, is delightfully brought to life."-BooklistAdventure is pretty scarce in Pitchfork,
Oregon. So why shouldn't Emily bleach Dad's old plow horse or try some of her
other ideas? "Written with Cleary's customary warmth and humorThe time of the
story, about 1920, is delightfully brought to life."-Booklist

The Phantom Tollbooth
The Voyage of the Dawn Treader sees Edmund and Lucy, along with their priggish
cousin Eustace Scrubb, return to Narnia. Once there, they join Caspian's voyage on
the ship to find the seven lords who were banished when Miraz took over the
throne. As they sail toward Aslan's country at the edge of the world, they come
face to face with many dangers and wonders, including the place where dreams
come true. They discover that their quest is more than they imagined and that the
world's end is only the beginning…
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Emily's Runaway Imagination
The first adventure of this NEW YORK TIMES best-selling porcine wonder is now
available as an e-book. (Ages 6 - 8) Features an audio read-along! To Mr. and Mrs.
Watson, Mercy is not just a pig – she's a porcine wonder. And to the portly and
good-natured Mercy, the Watsons are an excellent source of buttered toast, not to
mention that buttery-toasty feeling she gets when she snuggles into bed with
them. This is not, however, so good for the Watsons' bed. BOOM! CRACK! As the
bed and its occupants slowly sink through the floor, Mercy escapes in a flash – "to
alert the fire department," her owners assure themselves. But could Mercy possibly
have another emergency in mind – like a sudden craving for their neighbors' sugar
cookies? Welcome to the wry and endearing world of Mercy Watson – an ebullient
new character for early chapter-book readers in a series that's destined to be a
classic.

Earth
A new friend could be sitting right next to you.

Downriver
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"Billie Wind lives with her Seminole tribe. She follows their customs, but the
dangers of pollution and nuclear war she's learned about in school seem much
more real to her. How can she believe the Seminole legends about talking animals
and earth spirits? She wants answers, not legends. "You are a doubter,"say the
men of the Seminole Council and so Billie goes out into the Everglades alone, to
stay until she can believe. In the wilderness, she discovers that she must listen to
the land and animals in order to survive. With an otter, a panther cub, and a turtle
as companions and guides, she begins to understand that the world of her people
can give her the answers she seeks.

The Great Treehouse War
Mr. Bigg is fixing up the park for the town Easter egg hunt. But does the fact that
he likes dirt and mud, and dislikes cats, mean that he is an ogre? The Adventures
of the Bailey School Kids series--Holiday #5.

That Was Then, This Is Now
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—about a boy with autism
who sets out to solve the murder of a neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected
truths about himself and the world. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved
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novels by PBS’s The Great American Read Christopher John Francis Boone knows
all the countries of the world and their capitals and every prime number up to
7,057. He relates well to animals but has no understanding of human emotions. He
cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This improbable story
of Christopher's quest to investigate the suspicious death of a neighborhood dog
makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely heralded novels in
recent years.

Mercy Watson to the Rescue
She was a young German Jew. He was an ardent member of the Hitler Youth. This
is the story of their pareallel journey through World War II. Helen Waterford and
Alfons Heck were born just a few miles from each other in the German Rhineland.
But their lives took radically different courses: Helen's to the Auschwitz
extermination camp; Alfons to a high rank in the Hitler Youth. While Helen was
hiding in Amserdam, Alfons was a fanatic believer in Hitler's "master race." While
she was crammed in a cattle car bound for the death camp Aushchwitz, he was a
tennage commander of frontline troopes, ready to fight and die for the glory of
Hitler and the Fatherland. This book tells both of their stories, side-by-side, in an
overwhelming account of the nightmare that was WWII. The riveting stories of
these two remarkable people must stand as a powerful lesson to us all.
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Motel of the Mysteries
Designed to promote reflection, discussion, and action among the entire learning
community, Educating Everybody's Children encapsulates what research has
revealed about successfully addressing the needs of students from economically,
ethnically, culturally, and linguistically diverse groups and identifies a wide range
of effective principles and instructional strategies. Although good teaching works
well with all students, educators must develop an extensive repertoire of
instructional tools to meet the varying needs of students from diverse
backgrounds. Those tools and the knowledge base behind them are the foundation
of this expanded and revised second edition of Educating Everybody's Children.
Each strategy discussed in the book includes classroom examples and a list of the
research studies that support it. The most important thing we have learned as a
result of the education reform movement is that student achievement stands or
falls on the motivation and skills of teachers. We must ensure that all teachers are
capable of delivering a standards‐based curriculum that describes what students
should know and be able to do, and that these standards are delivered by means
of a rich and engaging "pedagogy of plenty." By these two acts we can ensure that
all schools will be ready and able to educate everybody's children.

The Chronicles of Narnia Vol III: The Voyage of the Dawn
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Treader
A journey through a land where Milo learns the importance of words and numbers
provides a cure for his boredom.

Planting the Trees of Kenya
Soon to be a major motion picture! Winner of the Newbery Medal and a #1 New
York Times bestseller This stirring and unforgettable novel from renowned author
Katherine Applegate celebrates the transformative power of unexpected
friendships. Inspired by the true story of a captive gorilla known as Ivan, this novel
is told from the point of view of Ivan himself. Having spent 27 years behind the
glass walls of his enclosure in a shopping mall, Ivan has grown accustomed to
humans watching him. He hardly ever thinks about his life in the jungle. Instead,
Ivan occupies himself with television, his friends Stella and Bob, and painting. But
when he meets Ruby, a baby elephant taken from the wild, he is forced to see their
home, and his art, through new eyes. The One and Only Ivan was hailed as a best
book of the year by Kirkus, School Library Journal, and Amazon, demonstrating it is
a true classic in the making. In the tradition of timeless stories like Charlotte's Web
and Stuart Little, Katherine Applegate blends humor and poignancy to create Ivan's
unforgettable first-person narration in a story of friendship, art, and hope. An
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author's note depicts the differences between the fictional story and true events.
Plus don't miss The One and Only Bob, Katherine Applegate's return to the world of
Ivan, Bob, and Ruby, coming in 2020!

Al Capone Does My Shirts
Sheila Tubman sometimes wonders who she really is: the outgoing, witty, and
capable Sheila the Great, or the secret Sheila, who's afraid of the dark, spiders,
swimming, and dogs. When her family spends the summer in Tarrytown, Sheila has
to face some of her worst fears. Not only does a dog come with the rented house,
but her parents expect Sheila to take swimming lessons! Sheila does her best to
pretend she's an expert at everything, but she knows she isn't fooling her new best
friend, Mouse Ellis, who happens to be a crackerjack swimmer and a dog lover.
What will it take for Sheila to admit to the Tarrytown kids -- and to herself -- that
she's only human?

Gingerbread Christmas
Now a Netflix film starring and directed by Chiwetel Ejiofor, this is a gripping
memoir of survival and perseverance about the heroic young inventor who brought
electricity to his Malawian village. When a terrible drought struck William
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Kamkwamba's tiny village in Malawi, his family lost all of the season's crops,
leaving them with nothing to eat and nothing to sell. William began to explore
science books in his village library, looking for a solution. There, he came up with
the idea that would change his family's life forever: he could build a windmill. Made
out of scrap metal and old bicycle parts, William's windmill brought electricity to
his home and helped his family pump the water they needed to farm the land.
Retold for a younger audience, this exciting memoir shows how, even in a
desperate situation, one boy's brilliant idea can light up the world. Complete with
photographs, illustrations, and an epilogue that will bring readers up to date on
William's story, this is the perfect edition to read and share with the whole family.

WORD SEARCH FUN PUZZLES
A philosophy professor and blogger explains how science and philosophy can
combine to help make daily decisions, how to determine right from wrong, how to
figure out one's personal identity and also build a just society. 20,000 first printing.

Preschool Math
A classic tale by Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo, America's beloved storyteller.
One summer’s day, ten-year-old India Opal Buloni goes down to the local
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supermarket for some groceries – and comes home with a dog. But Winn-Dixie is
no ordinary dog. It’s because of Winn-Dixie that Opal begins to make friends. And
it’s because of Winn-Dixie that she finally dares to ask her father about her
mother, who left when Opal was three. In fact, as Opal admits, just about
everything that happens that summer is because of Winn-Dixie. Featuring a new
cover illustration by E. B. Lewis and an excerpt of Kate DiCamillo's newest novel,
Raymie Nightingale.

Otherwise Known as Sheila the Great
This intimate and beautiful study of Earth investigates the relationship between
our planet, the sun, and the moon. Why are there seasons on Earth? How does day
pass into night? What protects the Earth from the sun's intense heat? Why is the
surface of the Earth constantly changing? The informative text reveals how Earth's
unique position in relation to the sun makes it the only planet where life is
possible. The stunning full-color photographs will mesmerize young readers about
the mysteries of space.

Dead End in Norvelt
Community helpers are people who make communities cleaner, safer, and better.
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In the past, there were not as many kinds of community helpers as there are
today. Find out more in Community Helpers, a title in the Then and Now series.

Who Put the Cookies in the Cookie Jar?
"Did Mama sing every day?" Caleb asks his sister Anna. "Every-single-day," she
answers. "Papa sang, too." Their mother died the day after Caleb was born. Their
house on the prairie is quiet now, and Papa doesn't sing anymore. Then Papa puts
an ad in the paper, asking for a wife, and he receives a letter from one Sarah
Elisabeth Wheaton, of Maine. Papa, Anna, and Caleb write back. Caleb asks if she
sings. Sarah decides to come for a month. She writes Papa: I will come by train. I
will wear a yellow bonnet. I am plain and tall, and Tell them I sing. Anna and Caleb
wait and wonder. Will Sarah be nice? Will she like them? Will she stay?

Sarah, Plain and Tall
The Newbery Medal and Coretta Scott King Award-winning classic about a boy who
decides to hit the road to find his father—from Christopher Paul Curtis, author of
The Watsons Go To Birmingham—1963, a Newbery and Coretta Scott King
Honoree. It’s 1936, in Flint Michigan. Times may be hard, and ten-year-old Bud
may be a motherless boy on the run, but Bud’s got a few things going for him: 1.
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He has his own suitcase full of special things. 2. He’s the author of Bud Caldwell’s
Rules and Things for Having a Funner Life and Making a Better Liar Out of Yourself.
3. His momma never told him who his father was, but she left a clue: flyers
advertising Herman E. Calloway and his famous band, the Dusky Devastators of
the Depression!!!!!! Bud’s got an idea that those flyers will lead him to his father.
Once he decides to hit the road to find this mystery man, nothing can stop
him—not hunger, not fear, not vampires, not even Herman E. Calloway himself. AN
ALA BEST BOOK FOR YOUNG ADULTS AN ALA NOTABLE CHILDREN'S BOOK AN IRA
CHILDREN'S BOOK AWARD WINNER NAMED TO 14 STATE AWARD LISTS “The book
is a gem, of value to all ages, not just the young people to whom it is aimed.”
—The Christian Science Monitor “Will keep readers engrossed from first page to
last.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “Curtis writes with a razor-sharp intelligence
that grabs the reader by the heart and never lets go. . . . This highly recommended
title [is] at the top of the list of books to be read again and again.” —Voice of Youth
Advocates, Starred From the Hardcover edition.

Upchuck and the Rotten Willy
John Reynolds Gardiner's classic action-packed adventure story about a thrilling
dogsled race has captivated readers for more than thirty years. This middle grade
novel is an excellent choice for tween readers in grades 5 to 6, especially during
homeschooling. It’s a fun way to keep your child entertained and engaged while
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not in the classroom. Based on a Rocky Mountain legend, Stone Fox tells the story
of Little Willy, who lives with his grandfather in Wyoming. When Grandfather falls
ill, he is no longer able to work the farm, which is in danger of foreclosure. Little
Willy is determined to win the National Dogsled Race—the prize money would save
the farm and his grandfather. But he isn't the only one who desperately wants to
win. Willy and his brave dog Searchlight must face off against experienced racers,
including a Native American man named Stone Fox, who has never lost a race.
Exciting and heartwarming, this novel has sold millions of copies and was named a
New York Times Outstanding Children's Book.

Stone Fox
Another classic from the author of the internationally bestselling The Outsiders
Continue celebrating 50 years of The Outsiders by reading this companion novel.
That Was Then, This is Now is S. E. Hinton's moving portrait of the bond between
best friends Bryon and Mark and the tensions that develop between them as they
begin to grow up and grow apart. "A mature, disciplined novel which excites a
response in the reader . . . Hard to forget."—The New York Times

Lincoln's Grave Robbers
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It is 1943 and for 10 year old Annemarie life is still fun. But there are worries too the Nazis have occupied Copenhagen and there are food shortages, curfews and
the threat of being stopped by soldiers and Annemarie's best friend is a Jew.

Educating Everybody's Children
Chuck’s a cat with a great life—until Katie goes away to college and his best friend
moves. Left all alone, Chuck starts to venture farther and farther into the
neighborhood and one fateful night finds himself face-to-face with a beast as big
and black as death. His name is Rotten Willy—and he’s a dog with a heart of gold.

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
Kids vs. parents! An epic treehouse sleepover! An awesome group of friends! An
exciting new book from National Book Award finalist Lisa Graff. Winnie's last day of
fourth grade ended with a pretty life-changing surprise. That was the day Winnie’s
parents got divorced and decided that Winnie would live three days a week with
each of them and spend Wednesdays by herself in a treehouse between their
houses, to divide her time perfectly evenly. It was the day Winnie’s seed of
frustration with her parents was planted, a seed that grew until it felt like it was as
big as a tree itself. By the end of fifth grade, Winnie decides that the only way to
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change things is to barricade herself in her treehouse until her parents come to
their senses—and her friends decide to join. It’s kids vs. grown-ups, and no one
wants to back down first. But with ten kids in one treehouse, all with their own
demands, things get pretty complicated! Even if they are having the most epic
slumber party ever. In the newest novel by beloved National Book Award finalist
Lisa Graff, kids turn the tables on their parents, and all the rules are tossed out the
window. But does Winnie have what it takes to hold her ground and keep everyone
happy? This story, with a pitch-perfect middle grade voice and a zany yet poignant
situation, is perfect for fans of Sharon Creech, Louis Sachar, and Jack Gantos.
Praise for Lisa Graff's novels: The Great Treehouse War "It’s kids vs. parents in epic
fashionGraff’s whimsical, original work is a breath of fresh air."—School Library
Journal "Combining over-the-top storytelling with down-home wisdom, this [is]
fun."—Booklist "[Graff creates] a vibrant patchwork of personalities that gives
voice to the power of friendship."—Publishers Weekly "A good-natured satire of
helicopter parenting and a celebration of child ingenuity."—Horn Book Lost in the
Sun * "Graff writes with stunning insightconsistently demonstrat[ing] why
character-driven novels can live from generation to generation."—Kirkus Reviews,
starred review * "Weighty matters deftly handled with humor and grace."—School
Library Journal, starred review "This [novel] speaks powerfully, honestly, almost
shockingly about our human pain andredemption. This book will change
you."—Gary Schmidt, The Wednesday Wars "Graff crafts a compelling story about
a boy touched with tragedy.And like all the best stories, it ends at a new
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beginning."—Richard Peck, A Year Down Yonder Absolutely Almost * "A perfect
book to share with struggling readers."—Booklist, starred review * "Achingly
superb."—Kirkus Reviews, starred review * "Graff’sgentle story invokes evergreen
themes of coming to appreciate one’s strengths (and weaknesses), and stands out
for its thoughtful, moving portrait of a boy who learns to keep moving
forward."—Publishers Weekly, starred review "The patrons of my school library
have been asking, 'Do you have any books like Wonder by R.J. Palacio?' and now I
have the perfect offering."—BookPage A Tangle of Knots “A beautiful world of
deliciously interconnected stories.”—Entertainment Weekly, A- * “Subtle and
intricate, rich with humor and insight, this quietly magical adventure
delights.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred review * “Combining the literary sensibility of E.
B. White with the insouciance of Louis Sachar, [this] should satisfy readers for
years to come.”—Booklist, starred review

Ogres Don't Hunt Easter Eggs
Introduces some of the many different types of workers a community needs,
including builders, educators, medical professionals, emergency workers, and
volunteers, and describes the work they do.

Because of Winn-Dixie
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Jan Brett's beloved character the Gingerbread Baby returns in a fun-filled
Christmas caper! Gingerbread Baby and his friend, Matti, take his gingerbread
band to the Christmas Festival where they are a hit until the aroma of gingerbread
reaches the children, signaling that it is time to run away. Clever Matti uses snow
to disguise the gingerbread instruments while Gingerbread Baby leads the
audience on a merry chase to the smartest hiding place ever--a giant Christmas
tree.

Hour of the Olympics
A true crime thriller -- the first book for teens to tell the nearly unknown tale of the
brazen attempt to steal Abraham Lincoln's body! The action begins in October of
1875, as Secret Service agents raid the Fulton, Illinois, workshop of master
counterfeiter Ben Boyd. Soon after Boyd is hauled off to prison, members of his
counterfeiting ring gather in the back room of a smoky Chicago saloon to discuss
how to spring their ringleader. Their plan: grab Lincoln's body from its Springfield
tomb, stash it in the sand dunes near Lake Michigan, and demand, as a ransom,
the release of Ben Boyd --and $200,000 in cash. From here, the action alternates
between the conspirators, the Secret Service agents on their trail, and the
undercover agent moving back and forth between the two groups. Along the way
readers get glimpses into the inner workings of counterfeiting, grave robbing,
detective work, and the early days of the Secret Service. The plot moves toward a
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wild climax as robbers and lawmen converge at Lincoln's tomb on election night:
November 7, 1876.

A Light in the Storm
A Newbery Honor Book Today I moved to a twelve-acre rock covered with cement,
topped with bird turd and surrounded by water. I'm not the only kid who lives here.
There's my sister, Natalie, except she doesn't count. And there are twenty-three
other kids who live on the island because their dads work as guards or cook's or
doctors or electricians for the prison, like my dad does. Plus, there are a ton of
murderers, rapists, hit men, con men, stickup men, embezzlers, connivers,
burglars, kidnappers and maybe even an innocent man or two, though I doubt it.
The convicts we have are the kind other prisons don't want. I never knew prisons
could be picky, but I guess they can. You get to Alcatraz by being the worst of the
worst. Unless you're me. I came here because my mother said I had to.
"Choldenko's pacing is exquisite. . . . [A] great read."—Kirkus Reviews, starred
review From the Trade Paperback edition.

Bud, Not Buddy
Andrew wants freckles so badly that he buys Sharon's freckle recipe for fifty cents.
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A Boy at War
The Talking Earth
In 1860 and 1861, while working in her father's lighthouse on an island off the
coast of Delaware, fifteen-year-old Amelia records in her diary how the Civil War is
beginning to devastate her divided state.

Save Me a Seat (Scholastic Gold)
They rowed hard, away from the battleships and the bombs. Water sprayed over
them. The rowboat pitched one way and then the other. Then, before his eyes, the
Arizona lifted up out of the water. That enormous battleship bounced up in the air
like a rubber ball and split apart. Fire burst out of the ship. A geyser of water shot
into the air and came crashing down. Adam was almost thrown out of the rowboat.
He clung to the seat as it swung around. He saw blue skies and the glittering city.
The boat swung back again, and he saw black clouds, and the Arizona, his father's
ship, sinking beneath the water. -- from A Boy at War "He kept looking up, afraid
the planes would come back. The sky was obscured by black smoke.It was all
unreal: the battleships half sunk, the bullet holes in the boat, Davi and Martin in
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the water." December 7, 1941: On a quiet Sunday morning, while Adam and his
friends are fishing near Honolulu, a surprise attack by Japanese bombers destroys
the fleet at Pearl Harbor. Even as Adam struggles to survive the sudden chaos all
around him, and as his friends endure the brunt of the attack, a greater concern
hangs over his head: Adam's father, a navy lieutenant, was stationed on the USS
Arizona when the bombs fell. During the subsequent days Adam -- not yet a man,
but no longer a boy -- is caught up in the war as he desperately tries to make
sense of what happened to his friends and to find news of his father. Harry Mazer,
whose autobiographical novel, The Last Mission, brought the European side of
World War II to vivid life, now turns to the Pacific theater and how the impact of
war can alter young lives forever.

The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind
A future archeologist finds the remnants of a mysterious ancient people—us—in a
wry satire that is “a marvel of imagination and . . . wonderfully illustrated” (The
New York Times). It is the year 4022, and the entire ancient country of Usa has
been buried under many feet of detritus from a catastrophe that occurred back in
1985. Howard Carson, an amateur archeologist, is crossing the perimeter of an
abandoned excavation site when he feels the ground give way beneath him.
Suddenly, he finds himself at the bottom of a shaft, which, judging from the DO
NOT DISTURB sign hanging from an archaic doorknob, is clearly the entrance to a
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still-sealed burial chamber. Carson's incredible discoveries, including the remains
of two bodies, one laid to rest on a ceremonial bed facing an altar that appeared to
be a means of communicating with the Gods and the other lying in a porcelain
sarcophagus in the Inner Chamber. These dramatic discoveries give Carson all the
clues he needs to piece together the entire civilization—which he gets utterly
wrong. The acclaimed author and illustrator of Castle and Pyramid, David Macaulay
presents a wonderfully tongue-in-cheek satire of both historical presumption and
American self-importance.

Community Helpers
Children will delight in the 140 activities that bring math to life in the classroom.
This collection is organized by curriculum area, making it easy for teachers to
integrate the activities into their daily plans. Teachers/parents.

Number the Stars
It's easy to take a cookie out of the cookie jar: just reach in. But how does it get in
there in the first place? It's more complicated than you might think. Someone has
to milk the cow, grow the wheat, harvest the sugar cane—everyone has a special
job to do to make that cookie possible. In Who Put the Cookies in the Cookie Jar?,
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George Shannon and Julie Paschkis take us on a delicious cookie journey, showing
how many hands work together so that one hand can take the cookie out—and so
that you can take a huge yummy bite!

Lesson Plan Book
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! No girls allowed at the Olympic
Games! That's the rule when the Magic Tree House whisks Jack and Annie back to
ancient Greece. But when Annie tells jack to go to the games without her, he
knows she's up to something. Will Annie find a way to see the games? Or will she
get herself—and Jack—into Olympic-size trouble? Find out in Hour of the Olympics.
Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning
chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced
reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers:
Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more
fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

The One and Only Ivan
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Dead End in Norvelt is the winner of the 2012 Newbery Medal for the year's best
contribution to children's literature and the Scott O'Dell Award for Historical
Fiction! Melding the entirely true and the wildly fictional, Dead End in Norvelt is a
novel about an incredible two months for a kid named Jack Gantos, whose plans for
vacation excitement are shot down when he is "grounded for life" by his feuding
parents, and whose nose spews bad blood at every little shock he gets. But plenty
of excitement (and shocks) are coming Jack's way once his mom loans him out to
help a fiesty old neighbor with a most unusual chore—typewriting obituaries filled
with stories about the people who founded his utopian town. As one obituary leads
to another, Jack is launced on a strange adventure involving molten wax, Eleanor
Roosevelt, twisted promises, a homemade airplane, Girl Scout cookies, a man on a
trike, a dancing plague, voices from the past, Hells Angels . . . and possibly murder.
Endlessly surprising, this sly, sharp-edged narrative is the author at his very best,
making readers laugh out loud at the most unexpected things in a dead-funny
depiction of growing up in a slightly off-kilter place where the past is present, the
present is confusing, and the future is completely up in the air.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
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